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Nova Southeastern University lIowt1lquires that
all Day Undergraduatestudimtspossess
adequate health insurance. For those without
health insurance The Nova Southeastern
University Health Insurance Plan, provided by
the Chickering Group is available.
by Todd Collins
collins@nova.edu
Having outgrown its name, the under-
graduate school formerly known as the
Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies
has received a new one: Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences. The College consists of
the following Divisions: Education; Humani-
ties; Math, Science, and Technology; and So-
cial and Behavioral Sciences, each formerly a
"Department."
Being known as a College "more clearly
defines who we are," explains the College's
Dean, NonnaM. Goonen, EdD. The term "cen-
ter," she goes on to explain, may be confusing
to prospective students in their process of
selecting an undergraduate school. The
change, which took one year to plan, comes at
a point in the development ofNSU where the
stature ofboth the undergraduate program and
the University as a whole demands recogni-
tion by the use ofmore traditional terms.
Named after James Farquhar, a phil~thro­
pist who made a generous donation of land
and money early in the history ofthe Univer-
sity, the undergraduate school was spawned
NEWS
by Myriam Georges
gmyriam@nova.edu
Beginning in the fall of2003, a new stu-
dent health insurance requirement was imple-
mented for all day students at Nova South-
eastern University, adding a new fee to the
cost oftuition for some.
A fee waiver is given to students possess-
ing adequate health insurance; however day
students who do not have an insurance plan
or a plan with adequate coverage in South
Florida are required to enroll in the Nova South-
eastern University Student Health Insurance
Plan - an additional $1,126. The requirement
has received mixed reactions from the student
body. \ .
"I was upset at first," said day student,
Yahshia Moore, "Tutition is already expensive
and the additional $1000 was unexpected. I
didn't know about the new requirement until
the end of last semester so a hold was placed
on my account."
"Because I'm a new student this semester
the cost ofinsurance is just $675. I don't mind
the fee since I usually get sick during the year
anyWays," said Mike Humlilia.
Previously, health insurance was manda-
tory for only HPD students, on-campus resi-
dential students, and international J-l students.
The goal of the requirement, which has been
researched and discussed for over a year by
Student Affairs, is to insure the health and
wellness of the entire student body.
in 1980 by the existing graduate school known
back then as Nova College. In this sense, NSU
has a unique history of development since,
traditionally, undergraduate institutions ex-
pand themselves to include graduate programs.
The name change is a reflection ofNSU admin-
istrators' goal to structure the University in a
more traditional fashion.
The change also foreshadows the contin-
ued growth ofthe undergraduate school. Next
fall, Athletic Training will be added as a major.
History, Philosophy, Economics, and Sociol-
ogy majors, among many others are "under
development," meaning administrators are dis-
cussing them as additions to the curriculum in
the near future. Also in the works is an Honors
program.
As a celebration of this point in NSU's
history, a ceremony will be held on February
10, 7pm at the Rose and Alfred Miniachi Per-
formingArts Center. Guest speaker will be Bob
Woodward (of the Woodward and Bernstein
duo) who authored the novel Bush at WAR. A
book signing will be held at 8:30pm.
SPORTS
February 2003
"Through our research and through the
insurance carrier we learned that one of the
leading causes of why students drop out of
school or discontinue their studies is because
ofmedical reasons," said Tom Vitucci, Direc-
tor ofRecreation and Wellness. "What we felt
strongly about was that if we had a require-
ment that students needed to carry insurance
we would make certain that every student in
the Undergraduate Day program would have
insurance benefits if they got sick".
Student health insurance is a national
trend. Universities and colleges throughout
Floridahave similar requirements for students.
At the University ofMiami all new and trans-
fer students enrolled in six or more credit hours
per semester are require~ to obtain adequate
health insurance during their enrollment at the
University. State colleges require international
students to carry insurance, but domestic stu-
dents have the option of enrolling into the
annual Student Accident and Sickness Insur-
ance Program.
NSU's Health Insurance Plan is provided
through the Chickering Group, one ofthe lead-
ing agencies in student health insurance. The
Plan provides coverage for all illnesses and
injuries that occur off..andoncampus twenty-
four hours a day. The total cost of insurance
is used entirly for the isurnace plan. For more
information on health insurance and the new
requirement contactTom Vitucci, at (954) 262-
7304.
Well. 2002 is now behind us. Overall, it was a good year; not great, but good. This month I bring
you a list of nine things that, if they had been introduced in 2002, would have made it a totally
kickass year. Why nine you ask? Because it's my column and I'll do what I want.
Nine Things That Would Have Made 2002 Totally
Kickass.
9. Giant Killer Ninja Robots-First off, everyone has to admit thatNinjas are cool. KillerNinjas are
probably about 10 times cooler than regular Ninjas, and when you combine them with Robots, you
are talking about offthe scale coolness. Now imagine ifthey were also giant. Yes, Giant Killer Ninja
Robots would have improved the year significantly.
8. Adding More Colors to the National Terror Alert System-We are all familiar with the old
favorites by now: Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange, and Red. But what ifTom Ridge or JohnAshcroft
decided to add a few more colors to the spectrum?All I'm saying is that a few important colors such
as black, brown, pink, white, and cyan have been left out. More colors equal more kickassiness.
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7. Oxford English Dictionary Decides to Make 'kickassiness' a Word-I was thinking about
using it several more times this year, so I only presume that making it a word would bestow me
ultimate kickassiness in the eyes ofmy friends.
4. Movie Theater Etiquette Improved II-There should be a law forcing people to take a shower
before heading into a movie. I've lost count ofthe number oftimes someone in the theater smells
like theyjust climbed out ofa dunk tank full ofshit. For the love ofGod, at least hose offafter a good
day ofdiving for treasure in public urinals before going to the movie theater.
3. PDMs Introduced to the General Public-What is aPDM you ask? Some new piece ofcomputer
equipment or software that would have made our lives a breeze? No, PDM stands for Personal
Desktop Midget. A very tiny man (or woman) made specifically to order, possibly through an
exclusive "As Seen On TV" offer. No more messing around with complicated scheduling software,
no more making your own coffee, no more doing any chores whatsoever. Just get your PDM to do
it for you and all is solved.
2.All Men on Earth Turned Homosexual; Except for Me-I think I could shoulder the burden of
keeping the species alive.
1. More Explosions-With Israel and Palestine hogging all the good terrorist explosions, suicide
bombers, and whatnot; I feel the USA is being left out. Come on, I haven't seen a good explosion
in over a year now. Let's bump that terrorist alert up to magenta-burnt umber or whatever the hell
the next color is and get some fireworks going. A little note to AI-Qaeda: I think the Raelian
mothership/clone factory/baby-eating festival would be a great place to blow up as it would strike
fear into our hearts and destroy our economy. No, seriously.
S. Movie TheaterEtiquette Improved-When a movie theater is almost empty, such as when my
girlfriend and I or a few friends and I ate the only persons in the theater; DON'T CHOOSE TO SIT
DIRECTLYINTHE ROWBEHIND US AND TALK ONYOURCELLPHONE THEWHOLETIME.
Thank you.
Send your ideas as to what would have made 2002 totally kickass to nsunews@nova.edu
6. PeopleWould Stop Laughing at the Stupid, Extremely Simple Set-Ups on Sitcoms-Let's look
at a prime example, Will & Grace. Woopty frickin doo, look at that gay guy; he says funny things.
Now he's going to look at other guy's asses. What a cutting edge piece ofwork that was. Laugh it
up, dumbasses.
Letters to the Editor
Thanks for Caring
To the NSU stUdents, staff, and faculty:
I would like to take this time to tell the readers
about a unique group ofindividuals that I have
had the most incredible pleasure to know.
They are members ofthe Nova Southeastern
University community. They are your friends
and coworkers. Please allow me a few min-
utes of your time to tell you what they have
done for a forgotten group of our society -
homeless individuals, and more specifically,
homeless children.
My heart's desire is to help the children that
reside at the Broward Outreach Centers (BOC),
an arm ofthe Miami Rescue Mission. BOC is
a comprehensive, rehabilitative program
geared to assist homeless men, women, and
families to once again become functioning
members of society. But through no fault of
their own, the children that enter BOC are
homeless and deal with issues that no child
should have to tolerate; social ostracizing, peer
pressure, depression, neglect, abuse, shock,
despair, loneliness are a few among many. My
personal goal is to help maintain each child's
dignity, self-respect, and self-esteem, and to
make them as comfortable as possible as they
and their parents transition from
homelessness back to a more stable environ-
ment.
Initially, I sent an email to friends ofmine at
NSU asking for clothing donations for the 200-
bed BOC facility, which recently opened in
Pompano Beach. This facility can house a
maximum often families and 30 children. Within
a month's time, I filled ourpickup truck THREE
times with donations! Then the holidays came
upon us, and through word of mouth the fol-
lowing happened:
An employee donated $100 to purchase Christ-
mas trees. (Three fresh seven-foot Frazier trees
and stands were purchased with this dona-
tion). Another employee, who personally do-
nated a tree, is now pursuing a research project
at the center focusing on homelessness. An-
other $50 donation was used to purchase holi-
day gifts. A very special thanks is offered to
the staffofthe HPD, Law, and LRITC Libraries
who donated gifts for the children at the Pom-
pano Beach facility. Over 75 toys and games
were received! Another NSU department spon-
sored a family living at a different site of the
Broward Outreach Centers with toys and
games for the holidays. An employee donated
his time to perform a magic act to entertain the
children at the Pompano Beach facility during
a holiday party, which also involved local Girl
Scouts and Brownie Troops. Other employ-
ees have donated money directly to BOC.
Awesome! Incredibly awesome!
What started as a plea for donations has esca-
lated into an ongoing project to help those
who are helping themselves to become viable
members ofsociety. As Eleanor Roosevelt said,
"You must do the thing you think you cannot
do." The residents ofBOC have taken the first
step to admit that they need help, that they
need assistance to regain a respectful position
in society. They are continuing on that jour-
ney ofdoing the things that they thought they
could not do by attending education classes,
participating in activities within the BOC com-
munity, dealing with and eliminating inappro-
priate behaviors, opening up to case manag-
ers, and more. But, though, at first they thought
they could not, they are learning that they can.
Thanks to all ofyou - you know who you are.
Thanks to all ofyou who did that thing which
you thought you could not do; you gave,
whether it be time, talent, or treasure. And
because you gave, you are helping someone
do the thing they thought they could not do,
and that is to grow and to get better, and to
eventually give back to those less fortunate.
And so the cycle continues.
Blessings for the holidays! Know that you
have made a difference in not only the lives of
those who have less than we do, but in the
lives of those who see what you have done
and wish to follow suit.
Formore information about the Broward Out-
reach Centers, please visit their website at
www.caringplace.org/browardlhtm.
Sincerely,
Beth Harman
Coordinator ofAdministrative and Financial
Operations
Library, Research, and Information Technol-
ogy Center
954-262-4578
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present their budget and receive feedback.
Notes taken by the finance committee were pre-
sented at the hearing.
Although guidelines were set in place for
last semester, this time they were very detailed,
again making it easier to allocate money fairly.
Some of these guidelines included allocating
money to scholarly and philanthropic events
as well as to events that went along with the
mission statement ofthe organization in review.
Many of the organizations listed the
same kind ofevents, therefore, each organiza-
tion received the same amount of money.
For example, most BBQsreceived approximately
$100, depending on the number of students
expected to attend.
Due to the limited supply ofmoney, many
cutbacks had to be made. Before the hearing,
one of the senators totaled up all the money
that was being requested by each club and
organization and the total came to around
$120,000. Obviously, it was impossible to give
each organization the money
requested, which ranged from $600 to 23,000.
One thing that was taken into account was the
organization's rollback money from last semes-
ter. The total rollback from last semester ($7,000)
was added to the budget for this semester.
However, ifan organization did not spend
all of the money it was given this
semester, the money would be lost in the black
hole of Nova. One important change was the
creation of a miscellaneous fund to offset the
possibility of money going to waste. Each or-
ganization was initially allocated $100 to use
how it saw fit.
World Leader in Test Prep
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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Get a
higher score
anytime,
anywhere.
by Kareem Shaker
NSUSGA Senator
On Sunday, January 12th, 2003, the mem-
bers of the NSUSGA debated for 10 hours on
the fate of $47,000 worth of budget money.
Senators tossed opinions back and forth until·
all ofthe money was allocated accordingly.
Many budgets requested money for cop-
ies. The office ofstudent affairs on the second
floor ofthe Rosenthal building offers all clubs
and organizations 20 copies at a time, free. Also,
Coca-Cola will make banners for clubs and or-
ganizations free of charge as long as the club
allows them to put their logo on it. Contact
student affairs for more information.
However, perhaps the most important
thing that all clubs and organizations should
know is that they can lobby a senator to pro-
pose a bill for an event. Any ofthe SGA sena-
tors will take time out to work on a bill. Contact
me at shakerk@nova.edu for more information
or ifyou need money for an event. You do not
have to be\mhappy with or limited by your
budget. There is still a large sum ofmoney set
aside for bills.
Although still a very tedious task, the bud-
get hearing turned out to be much smoother
than the one held in September. With the new
format in place and a better understanding of
the entire process gained by each veteran sena-
tor, "this time around things were a lot more
simple," said Jillian Savo, Recognized Sorority
Senator. All budgets were in the same format,
making them easier to read and understand.
Also, each organization was allowed to meet
with the finance committee, allowing them to
SGA Budgets $47,000
Enroll with Kaplan and study at any of our 160
Centers nationwide-or online at kaptest.com.
Classes are filling fast! Call today!
NsU Campus Safe By Design Keeping Your New Year's Resolution
By Todd Collins
Contributing Writer
Security on the N.S.V. main campus is a
"$2 million operation," as described by Alan
Swenson, SeniorCoordinator for Public Safety.
Though crime exists everywhere, the combi-
nation ofuniversity resources and a quiet lo-
cation in Davie results in a relatively safe envi-
ronment for members of the N.S.V. commu-
nity.
A large portion of the security budget is
being allocated to the upgrading ofthe closed
circuit camera system. According to Swenson,
the old set-up was "not a great system,"
wherein the scope ofan individual camerawas
much smaller than the area it was to cover. The
camera, to do its duty, would continuously
sweep the area, missing most ofit at any given
moment. In this sense, capturing a random oc-
currence was a question of chance.
Not so with the new system, in which,
just for example, there are ninety cameras in
and around the library. The images captured
by the system are viewable on one ofthe many
screens watched over by personnel in the se-
curity office and cameras can be manipulated
as necessary to allow a given occurrence to be
watched from an optimal angle.
In addition, security officers are both on
patrol and at stationary points on campus.
We've all seen them, but there are also two
undercover security operatives blending in and
watching out. The Davie Police Department is
a strong presence on campus, with two offic-
ers on patrol at any given time,~y or night.
Though statistics reflect a low-crime cam-
pus, Swenson warns abouthaving a false sense
security. "90%· of all crimes on campus are
crimes ofopportunity," he explains, meaning
that the victims left themselves vulnerable by,
for example, leaving a car door unlocked. The
lesson here is never to leave your guard down,
never leave valuables unguarded or unlocked.
Martin van Oils Jr., one ofthe uniformed
Davie Police officers who works the N.S.V.
campus beat, emphasizes the idea ofpreven-
tion. "The thing we harp on" he says, is for
people "to utilize security resources." Be aware
ofthe location ofemergency call boxes around
campus anduse them ifnecessary. Reportcrime
and suspicious activity. Request an escort if
you would feel more comfortable while walk-
ing across campus at night.
Contact Novalert with any concerns or
emergencies at (954) 262-8999.
By Karen Marcel
Contributing Writer
The most celebrated holiday in the world
is New Year's Day. This is the day we tend to
look back at the past year's achievements and
failures and celebrate, but there is one more
significantdetail about NewYear's. It's the of-
ficial unofficial day to plan new stages ofac-
tion to improve our lives. Besides champagne
and fireworks, making resolutions is the most
popular tradition ofNewYear's.
It's the perfect opportunity to become a
better person. On average, each American
makes 1.8 New Year's resolution (McConnell,
Scott). Keeping a New Year's resolution is a
challenging task and here are a few ways to
increase your probability.
1. Be specific. Ifyou want to lose weight, be
specific, howmuch weight do you want to lose.
Being vague makes the resolution harder to
achieve, quantifying it makes the goal clear
and attainable.
2 Be realistic. Although we all have a few
far-fetched and extraordinary ideas, making
unrealistic resolutions may only lead to failure
later on.
3. Set a deadline. That is a commitment in
itself. Without deadlines we tend to keep post-
poning. The idea is to accomplish your resolu-
tion. and deadlines break it down to bite sizes
you can take.
4. Change one or two things at a time. Don't
overwhelm yourself with too many goals at
once. Once you've accomplished one go on
to the next.
5. Have support. Ifit takes someone to keep
tabs on you to accomplish your goals than so
be it.
6. Write it down. Tracking your progress
helps you to formulate a betterplan, chartyour
success, and keep you from putting things off.
7. Think about it year round. Some of our
resolutions tend to last survive the first week
or two ofthe year. Remember you are giving
yourself 365 days to accomplish your realistic
goals. That is more than enough time.
8. Don't give up. Sometimes we have a ten-
dency to quit because we falloff our path.
This is the year to change all that. Ifyou man-
aged to sway from you path, write it down,
and get back on track. It's that easy.
Whether your goal is to quit smoking, lose
weight, or find new love visit
www.mygoals.comforonlinesupport.My
Goals helps you to create your ownNew Year's
Resolution or adopt one and send in you suc-
cess story when you've reached you goals.
You are now one step closer to living the life
you've always dreamed ofand being the per-
son vou know vou could be.
NSU Law Student receives Marinelli Scholarship
Staff Reports
Washington DC-Kristin Defller ofDavie, FL
has received the NIAF Mike and Marion
Marinelli Scholarship at Nova Southeastern
University. Defller attends the Nova South-
eastern University School ofLaw.
"TheNIAF has awarded nearly $6 million
in scholarships and grants across the country
since 1976. In 2002 alone, the Foundation
awarded an estimated one million dollars in
scholarships and grants to hundreds of stu-
dents," said Hon. Marie L. Garibaldi, chair of
the NIAF scholarships and grants committee.
TheNIAF scholarship program celebrated
its 27th anniversary in the year 2002. It has
grown from four scholarships of$250 each to
over 140 scholarships that range from $2,500
to $15,000 each in the humanities, medicine,
engineering, business, music, Italian language
and culture and other specialized fields.
In 2002, NIAF also funded 11 university
grants to Italian clubs and 30 cultural and edu-
cational grants. The NIAF grant program pro-
motes, preserves and protects Italian Ameri-
can heritage and culture by offering financial
awards to individuals, organizations and insti-
tutions for projects that advance those goals.
Scholarship winners are selected based
on academic merit and are academically out-
standing with an average OPA on.9
Contributors to the NIAF scholarship pro-
gram include many large corporations, indi-
viduals and organizations across the U.S. The
NIAF will consider matching scholarships with
other organizations.
Apply online for a 2003-2004NIAF schol-
arship at www.niaf.org. Application deadline
is April 30, 2003.
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Interview
with
'Charles'
By Jeannette Porras
Contributing Writer
I was sitting in a park in Downtown Miami and this
charismatic man approached me, asking me ifI had
any money to spare. As I gave him the money, he
sat down next to me, and told me his sad story. He
wanted to remain anonymous so in reference to his
story, I am using the name "Charles."
Q: What is your name?
A: Charles
Q: How did are you?
A: 47
Q: How many years have you been homeless?
A: II years, but I haven't been always wandering
the streets. I use to have a much better life then
what you see now.
Q: What was your life like in the past, ifyou do
not mind me asking?
A: No, not at all. Well, I was born inAtlanta, Geor-
gia, only child, and my father owned a small, suc-
cessful, family business. I was a happy child and
got everything I wished for. I went to high school,
but I didn't do well at all. I wasn't a bright kid and
had trouble keeping up with the other kids.
Q: Did you graduate from high school?
A: No, I ended up dropping out and getti~ ajob
as a pizza delivery boy at Domino's. I know it
wasn't the smartest thing to do, but I was young
see 'Charles' page 11
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TheFarqubarCoiegeofArts and Sciences
cordially invitesyou to the
JAMES FARQUHAR
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
RENAMING CELEBRATION
witIlMr very spedal guest speaker
BOB WOODWARD
- _._-- _.- -- -_. -- _._- _.
BUSH
AT WAR
BOB
WOODWARD
Auis18t.~.B:t:IikwofT1te Wa.tltmgton Post and
A."..qt.afI'NIttNftJ Tort~ '1 Bttst.&ller Bush At War,
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10,2003
a. Celebration at 7:00 p.m.
Book at 8:30 P.ID.
ROSE AND ALFRED MINIACI PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
at NStPs Ubrary" Researdlad IllfonutloD TecboJoay Center
FREE OF CIIARGE. Entire UDiversity Community Welcome.
R~~~will_gn-to allF~~~ FacultymtdStqJffmti16:4()pm Oft
• ~qf. ~lritItJ'OfJ'.fNretidttt., moiklbk at tkD«ln ~sOffice (rJ Floor Mail..Bldg.)
OI'.~~~(R~~C...) tItroHghFebruary~ 2003,
u.Jt2 tickttsprw~
FOI'~~pl~coll (954) 262-8019.
Breathe to the MTV Beat
Authentic New England-Style Sea Food in
Fort Lauderdale
Alpha Chi is distinctive in that it in-
volves members in all aspects of its
operation: chapter officer leadership,
student representation on the Na-
tional Council, local chapter event
planning, and presenting scholarly
programs at regional and national
conventions.
Recognition of Alpha Chi members is
given at graduation, and Alpha Chi
members receive a medal, certificate
and a lifetime membership card.
Patr,iciaJ. Aaron, MonikllAlvarado, Gerardo Susan Sheridan Garlitts
Daniel Alvareda, Odalis M. Anaya, Barbe' Mary Yvonne Gilling, Noah Gintis, Novlet
Anne Bartlett Green, TriciaHanson, Angeline HoweAnder-
Pauline Beverley, Christine Bonuso, Casey J. son
Boscoe, Michael L. Brown, Margaret M. Cleon Insang, Victor Adam Jaffe, Verlie L.
Buchan James, Patricia E. Johnson, Sandra L.
Erin Cannon, Angela G Capeci, Jessica Diane Jorgensen
Caraccio, Joan Catalano, Doreen N. Cham- Karen J.Kowalski, HeatherJ. Kvadus, Dor-
bers ..• '.' othyLee Lacey, ElrichaLafleur, Anne M. Lajoie
Wendy Chambt:t~~ 'Paulette Chen, Ml~helleT. Steven H. Lang, Angela H. Lynn, Sherry G
Chong, GrahanlC. Clarke, Herlem Coker, Shari Maddox, Barbara Lewis Mangold, Kristine P.
Cooper ;:: Martin
Kelley L. Coy~ Alejandro Cruz, Casey R~x~lanMcCarty,SiranAringtonMckenzie,
D'Ambrosio, OanieLE. Dawes, Joseph W. RichieJ.Meadows, DikshaMehan,
Dawson, .;.... Katrina Lynn-Jirik Miller, Samantha N.
Lauren E. DeL~ey, Edwin L. Donahue, Newbold, Donald S. Onorato, Jessica A.
Michele L. Evans, Wendy R. Ferguson, Marcia Owen, Steve Paredes
Fletcher-Gold~~,DarnellFrancis:Br~r, Edi~L.Parker, JoseAlbertoOteroPerez, Ste-
Michelle S. FrieM1an, Joseph J. Gangemi. fanle Jo Peters, Beatriz Zenoz Pujol, Krisn
. . ..' Ramcharitar
Debra1. Reynolds, Carol Oliveira Rodriguez,
Stephanie P. Rojas, Patricia. D. Rouse,
Stephanie M. Schaefer, Frances J. Schuster,
Laurel B. Schwartz, Leslie M. Scribani, Rehana
Seepersad
Jessica Smith, Kimberley R. Starman, Carolyn
O. Stewart, Denise Cates Stockdale, Russell J.
Suess
Lynn Louie Taylor, Nancy A. Terry, Maria
Usberghi, Elizabeth Ann Walton, Elizabeth
M. Wardlaw
Necka E. Walker-Wells, Robert Whyte,
Cynthia Woods, Jamie M. Zorn
Nova Southeastern University
Congratulates the 2002 Alpha Chi Inductees
Alpha Chi - At a Glance•••
Alpha Chi is a national scholarship
honor society that admits students
from all academic disciplines.
Membership is limited to. the top 10
percent of juniors and seniors.
Must have earned at least 24 credit
hours at NSU to qualify.
Invitations to join Alpha Chi will be sent out soon for the
2003 inductees. Be on the lookout.
but not as good as my mother's.
I had forgotten how the "steamers"
(clams) in the Northeast are far superior to those
down here. Kelly's calls them "Ipswich clams,"
around Cape Cod they're known as "little neck
clams," since they have "necks" on them which
must be removed. They're far tastier than any-
thing taken out of these subtropical waters.
For my main course I had the old classic:
fish and chips, On this particular day the choice
offish was scrOd or haddock, and I chose the
scrod. It was fresh, just as all their food is.
Lightly breaded, no heavy coating at all. In
fact there was just enough color and light crust
even to call it breading on the outside. Healthy
portions and thick cuts offish. The fries (ex-
cuse me, chips)were ordinary; instead of the
thick blocks traditional typical ofNew England
cuisine. Overall, the food was excellent.
The menu is well-rounded with burgers,
sandwiches, steak, salads, and pasta dishes.
Service there is excellent and prices are rea-
sonable. The n~xt time you want sea food, try
a taste ofthe far northeast aDd check outKelly's
Landing· t
Yoga instructional video from MTV teaches
novice yogis yoga to electronic music.
the compulsion to either abandon yoga and
start dancing or turn the volume down and
stretch in silence. Personally, I found the en-
tire experience irritating. Commercializationand
exploitation for the sake of money has been
redefined.
The health benefits of yoga range from
total fitness to enhancing a man's sex drive to
reliving cold and flu symptoms. The breath-
ing and calming techniques taught by yoga
have been used by students to focus on tests.
NSU's Recreation and Well-ness department
holds their own H~tha-yoga classes several
times a week. 1ft
"Yoga is a slower process that works you
internally as well as externally," said yoga in-
structor Beth, its not only stretching the
muscles, but its giving you time to breath".
By Todd Collins
tCollins@nova.edu
Whenever I would want to enjoy good
sea food in a casual bar-and-grill atmosphere,
I would go to Durty Harry's on 17th Street and
CordovaAve. in Fort Lauderdale. They've got
great nightly specials like 1O-cent wings and a
good selection ofbeer. Then, one day, I heard
of a place just down the street that suppos-
edly s~rve~ aU~llPti,q;Nt:w!IDgll:lI1d fare.rye
heard thatof other places 'before so' I wasn't
convinced; I figured I'd check it out.
It was true, the food was not only good,
but also was the real thing. The owner, I'm
told, is a native of the Boston area, and they
have the fish, lobster, clams, etc, flown in from..
Boston regularly. The setting is casual. It's a
medium to small restaurant with a full bar;
that's important to me. There's a decent
though not extensive choice ofbeer, and they
serve it in a refrigerated mug, as it should be..
I started out with a bowl ofclam chowder,
the best I've had since last time I was at Legal
SeaFood in Beantown. Next I tried their stuffed
quoahog, (a variety ofclam about four inches
across). I hadn't had one of them in I-don't-
know-how-many years. The closest thing to
one down here is a conch fritter. It was good,
By Myriam Georges
gmyriam@nova.edu
Developed over five thousand years ago
by a Hindu philosopher and physician, yoga
has transformed from a pathway to spiritual
liberation and enlightenment to an exercise re-
gime. Yoga is quickly becoming the exercise
regime of choice for a younger health con-
scious generation. With this in mind, MTV
has developed its own yoga instructional
video aimed for the younger and faster paced
yoga enthusiast.
MTV Yoga is fifty-three minute workout
video or dvd hosted by MTV's The Real World
Lori Trespecio and taught by Kritstin McGee,
a leading certified yoga instructor. McGee has
appeared on HBO's Sex and the City as well as
number of ABC daytime shows. Taped at
NYC's Man Ray, the workout features the new-
est electronic music created by the popular
musician Deejay BT.
As Kritstin presents and explains, Lori and
two other trained yoga enthusiasts demon-
strate the positions for beginners, intermedi-
ate, and advanced yoga. The last several min-
utes of the program feature Lori and Kirstin
reexamining certain postures.
Yet, is it truly a workout? For those seek-
ing a faster and more cutting edge beat and
feel to their yoga fitness and flexibility work-
out this is the video for you. But, ifyou're Ii
traditional yogi, the sight of Ardha
Matsyendrasana being done to electronic
music'Would make you cringe. Electronic mu-
sic is far from relaxing and mediative for the
serious yogi. But MTV makes an attempt to
make it so. McGee speaks in a calm voice,
however the sound of electronic beats is too
distracting to calm. Instead, your struck with
8Best Albums Released •In
by Dennis Heard
Elis Costello "When I Was Cruel· ns of the Stone Age "Songs for· the Dear
As ominous as it is soothing, Costello's orchestrations and songwriting combine the finest
bits ofjazz, R&B, and rock are topped offby one ofthe most expressive and compelling
vocals and lyrics ofour time. Songs to checkout: #4 When I Was Cruel No.2, #145, #13 My
BlueWmdow
ing Lips "Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots·
THE ROCK HAS COME! From the bowels ofmediocrity, "Songs for the Deaf' captures and
releases rock's true essence. This album should be the calibration ofrock music today. Songs to
check out: #5 The Sky is Fallin', #2 No One Knows
im Waits "Alice/Blood Money·
IfU2 went indie rock, "Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots" would be the repercussion. Classic
alternative meets soul and pop around the campfire. Songs to check out: #10 All We Have Is
Now, #3 Yoshimi Battles the Pink Robots Pt.l, #2 One More Robot/Sympathy 3000-21
Tom Waits is classic, and Alice/Blood Money is as well. These albums veer from Waits's
standard lecherous bilious insomniac days to beautiful heart-tugging lullabies ofjazz and
blues. Songs to check out: #3 Coney Island Baby, #8 Lullaby, #5 Kommienezuepadt
Old school hip-hop done right. Intelligent, humorous, and soulful Afro-centered conceptual
lyrics on top ofjuicy beats with head swinging rhythms. A must for any hip-hop fan. Songs to
check out: #13 Aural Pleasure, #10 Make You Feel That Way
-Lo "Cee-Lo Green and His Perfect Imperfections"
This is the most innovative and entertaining hip-hop album ofthe year. Don't let the straight-
out-of-the-choir overly soul sounding single mislead you, the founding member ofGoodie
Mob and Dungeon Family is as tight as MCs come.
·~~w
:kalicious "Blazing Arrow·
ic Youth "Murray Street"
." m~ You Will Know Us by the Trail of Dead "Source Tags and
dlJes·
. They've done it! It is not easy being an abstract and audience challenging group, but the
highly accessible, infectious melodic, but still unorthodox. Songs to check out: #3 Rain on
Tin, #1 The Empty Page
The best emo/indie rock album ofthe year hands down. Go check them out live. Songs to
check out: #10 After the Laughter, #2 Another Morning Stoner, #5 How Near How Far
es "Veni Vidi Vicious"
k "Sea Change" The Rolling Stones go to Sweden! Rock in its primordial state with a modem touch. Very
intense; very good (See also International Noise Conspiracy) Songs to check out: #4 Main
The Bob Dylan of the 90's or as he proclaims "the Bon Jovi of the 60's," puts out his darkest Offender, # 9 Statecontrol, #2 Die,All Right!
album to date. Sea Change is reminiscent of the psychedelic folk opus Mutations but with a
more gloomy laying in a hammock on the beach vibe.
beauty of hip-hop; it takes its
creator's ideas and presents them
from his own cultural perspective
and history. Many hip-hop artists
were not raised on private school
education and middle class op-
portunity.
Overall, The Roots and
"Phrenology" remind me of
what I love about music;
therefore, it scores a
9 outofl0
scratches
of the vi-
nyl. Visit
d<aypIayer.am
for more on
The Roots and
other essential
hip-hop artists.
and rightfully so. Consistently, this band has
intertwined the finest points ofmusic, culture,
and the human spirit into every one of their
three previous albums.
Their fourth is no exception. The album
stretches from dance-floor hip-hop jams like
"Rock You" and "Thought @ Work" to laid-
back soul-influenced tunes like "BreakYou Off'
and "P*ssy Galore." With elements of jazz,
funk, soul, and even punk rock, The Roots
redefine hip-hop once again. Loaded with
straight grooving basslines, captivating
rhythms, ambientjazzpiano, and good arrange-
ments, "Phrenology" is a full spectrum ofthe
sounds and themes that this band is capable
oflaying down.
Lyrically, Black Thought gives us more
on his perspectiveoflove, life, integrity, and
the hmnanspirit. In the single, "P*ssy Galore,"
Black Thought comments onhqw popular
music is all about sex and image: "What are
the freaks in the video for? :F*ck the song,
.. giv~meaihOng and p.Ssyg8Ioie."That's the
That's it; a fairly simple statement that
most watered-down businesspeople passing
themselves off as musical acts nowadays spit
in the face of. However,The Roots' mental fac-
ulties showthe right idea with their new album
"Phrenology."
First off, the basics. The Roots are six-
piece live hip-hop ensemble producing genre-
crushingmusic which spans 10 years, four stu-
dioalbums, and countless accolades. Ever
since they released the gracioUsly haunting
single, "You Got Me"in 1999, an artistic and
musical~ce,hasbeen lent to.~Roots
By Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
"They say a record ain't nothing if it's not
touching-gripping, draw you in closer make
you want to listen,"
Black Thought (The Roots)
The Roots Stimulate More Neurons with "Phrenology"
-....
Zwan???-Another Billy Corgan
Band, Another Billy Corgan Mystery...
...
...,
Dear Should I tell her or keep quiet. A real
friend does not hold back on anything whether
it's good or bad. Let your friend know your
true thoughts ofhow you feel they would look
on her. Most likely she will cry and not talk to
you anymore and still go ahead with her plans.
Remember: never tell friends "what they want
to hear." _.h >.._~ '0'.
See 'Dear Stan' page 11
I have a reaDy close friend who has a drinking
problem. She's basicaDy in denial that she's
an alcoholic. I've told her on several occasions
that I would stand by her and help her as long
as she seeks some help from an AA program.
I've partiedwith her and had drinks with my
friend and afterwards, I feel guilty as ifI've
Dear Stan Philanders,
A friend of mine is inquiring about getting
breast implants. My friend is youngand beau-
tifulbut fairly large from the waste down and I
think breast implants would make her look
like a blimp. I've told her several times that
she's beautifulwithout them and she knows it
I'm reaDy afraid to teD her how I truly feel.
Should I teD her or keep quiet. Plantation,
Florida
Dear Stan Philanders,
just follow your true feelings and make your
move on those pretty girls and see ifyou score.
Only you carl answer the question ifyou're a
lesbian ornot, time will tell. Ifall goes well, find
an excuse to dump your boyfriend and start
getting busy with someone who turns you on
and keeps you on your toes. Remember: it's
okay; everyone likes a little kitty now and then.
Dear I want a nice figure, I believe every
young girl would like to have a nice figure, but
it doesn't always happen that way no matter
what you do. Take care of your body and
work out to please you, not the guys, and don't
worry about those thin girls, they're probably
anenorexic or bulimic. Always remember, to
love yourselffor you and a real guy will find
you attractive and do the same. Remember, a
lot of guys like chicks who are "chunky but
funky."
J)e~Y St~J1
Dear Mixed Emotions, Maybe you should
Dear Stan Philanders,
I have a boyfriend that I've been dating for 2
years. I'mvery attracted to him but he never
seems to turn me on. I've llirted and fooled
around with girls in the past, just out ofcuri-
osity. Noone knows about my secret fantasy
with girls, except my boyfriend. When I look
and talk to pretty girls, I seem to blush and
get highly turned on by them. What does this
mean? Does this mean I'm reaDy a lesbian?
MixedEmotions, Miami, Florida
Dear Stan Philanders,
I'm a 22 year old coDege student in my.fresh-
man year. I hate my body.· I go to the gym 3
times a week and I've been a member for 3
months. It seems that I have a very unattrac-
tive figure. I weigh about 140 pounds and I'm
about 5'3. Guys never Oirtwith me or teD me
that I look nice when I go out of my way to
dress up. I feel very uncomfortable around
thin girls and they always seem to not want to
talk to me andthey lookat me indisgust What
should I do? I want a nice figure. Miami,
Florida
ofthe same band: "The True Poets of Zwan"
as they were first known were a hard rocking
band that played four shows (five ifyou get all
technical on me and count the Rawa benefit
on 11/14/01); the "Djali Zwan" were an all
acoustic band that played only a handful of
shows; and "Zwan" which combined elements
of both and added Paz to the mix. Now that
they've declared themselves "Zwan" they will
be releasing "Mary Star of the Sea" on Janu-
ary 28th (Feb. 10 for those overseas). But they
will also be releasing an album as the "Djali
Zwan" shortly thereafter. Add to that the reli-
gious symbolism present on this new album
(reminding some fans of the Pumpkin's
Machina mystery) and you get a typical Corgan
effort.
Now a little about the fans. Let's just say
that Zwan won't have any trouble filling up an
arena almost anywhere in the world. (Shows
so far have sold out in sometimes a matter of
minutes. The upcoming Metro shows sold out
in less than 3 minutes.) Every show played by
Zwan so far has been recorded and released
by the fans on the internet. Communities of
fans have been set up since a few days after
the first shows were played, and are now grow-
ing extremely large.
In my opinion, the upcoming album
sounds great from what's been heard so far
(live versions, partial album cuts); a more laid-
back effort than what you would expect from
the group. Will this album start a revolution?
Probably not, but then again, it is better than
most ofthe albums that were released in 2002.
By Jason Fraser
frasier@nova.edu
Who, or what, are Zwan, you ask? Well,
to most people in the world, Zwan is a canned
meat product-much like Spam is in the U.S.
Therefore, this would make a great band name
as well, right? Well, turns out the band had
never heard of the food product and came up
with the name independently. To those who
have followed the career ofex-SmashingPump-
kins front man Billy Corgan, Zwan represents
much, much more than a not-so-tasty lunch
meat. Zwanwas formed in 2001 by Billy Corgan
(vocals/guitar), long time buddy Matt Sweeney
(guitar), David Pajo (guitar/bass), and Jimmy
Chamberlin (drums). Paz Lenchantin (bass) was
added to the line-up in April 2002. If any of
these names sound familiar to you, they
should. Corgan has assembled an almost
mythical line-up of talented musicians from
some of the influential underground bands of
the 90's. Sweeney is best remembered by his
work with the baIlds Skunk and Chavez, and
has had many other side projects with other
bands such as Cat Power, Guided By Voices
and Bonny Prince Billy. Pajo was a former
member ofboth Slint and Tortoise, is currently
in Papa M, and has toured with Royal Trux,
Palace, Will Oldham, King Kong, and Stereolab
among others. Chamberlin is also a former
Pumpkin, and most will recognize Lenchantin
from APerfect Circle.
What's with the mystery you ask? Well,
"Zwan" proper is really the third incarnation
Jessica Pate
Mercy College
@NSU, 7:00pm
vs
Baseball
Softball
vs
Florida Gulf Coast
@NSU, 1:OOpm
Men's Basketball
vs
Women's Basketball
vs
Converse College
@BCC Gym, 5:00pm
St leo University
@BCC Gym, 7:00pm
Baseball
vs
Florida International University
@NSU, 7:00pm
Women's Basketball
vs
Spelman College
@BCC Gym, 7:00pm
l5-Feb
l3-Feb
l1-Feb
l4-Feb
vs
Valdosta State
@ BCC Gym, 6:00pm
Men's Basketball
Baseball
vs
Florida Southern College
@NSU, 7:00pm
Baseball
vs
Florida Southern College
@ NSU, 7:00pm
9-Feb
l-Feb
3-Feb
a-Feb
Zak Kirchgassner
althl
Brandon Weiss
NSU Athletics would like to congratulate Jessica Pate for becoming the
fIrst female player in NSU history to score 1,000 points in a career.
JessicaPate received the game ball. Left to Right: Marilyn Rule-Heinrich,
Jessica Pate, Brigitte Pate
ALPHA*KAPPA*PSI
The Co-Ed Professional Business Fraternity
"Life's aCompetition...Be on the Winning Team!"
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
-
What is AK'P? The largest business fraternity in
the nation! We are starting achapter at NSU.
ALL Business related majors are welcome!
Be apart ofNSU's history!!!
Information Sessions will be held on
January 30th &February 5th @8PM
Rosenthal Student Center 2nd Floor (Theater Room)
Questions? E-mail: akpsi_nsu@yahoo.comt
Baseball
vs
Florida Southern College
@NSU, 1:00pm
10-Feb
Women's Basketball
vs
Rollins College
@BCC Gym, 7:00pm
19-Feb
Baseball
vs
Barry University
@NSU, 7:00pm
25-Feb
Baseball
vs
lynn University
@NSU, 7:00pm
*Power 96 will be
present with games
and prizes. Come
join us!
•
I I
---
*Pizza Loft and
NSU
Communiveristy
will provide food
and refreshments
For further information please contact
(954) 262-8448 or ced-info@nova.edu
Thursday, February 13:H, 2003
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.
UNIVERSITY PARK PLAZA - SOUTH
3530 S. UNIVERSITY DRIVE
DAVIE, FL 33024
OPEN HOUSE
Get the information that
will change your futur.e...
Technology Training
Institute at
&:
~Cornmuniversity
Obitua
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SUPPORTER EARLVEITELDIES
FORT LAUDERDALE-Earl Vettel, a home
developer and supporter of Nova Southeast-
ern University, died ofnatural causes on Sun-
day, January 5 at his home in Fort Lauderdale.
He was 97. Arrangements for his cremation
were made by the Neptune Society.
Born January 6, 1906 in Cincinnati, Ohio
to Jan Danholm and Jacob Vettel, Mr. Vettel
arrived in Florida at the age of 19 where he
worked as a bassist in a big band. He later
changed careers and served as a music teacher
in the Dade County Public Schools.
Mr. Vettel also worked at CalderRacetrack,
where during his tenure he designed worker
carts for track employees who had to place
horses in the starting gate.
After moving to Broward County, he pur-
chased a parcel of land and became a sod
farmer, and builder ofhomes in Hallandale and
Hollywood. In 1961, Mr. Vettel set aside his
land in trust to become part ofNova Univer-
sity (now known as Nova Southeastern Uni-
versity) at the time of his demise. As a bene-
factor of the university, Mr. Vettel was a
"watch dog" ensuring that the development
of the institution was conducted in a prudent
manner that would serve the community.
Mr. Vettel was always a strong advocate
ofcommunity service. In the early 1960's when
single parenthood was stigmatized, he set up
a program to benefit unwed mothers in
Hallandale.
In addition to his generosity to Nova
Southeastern University and to the local com-
munity, Mr. Vettel was also a philanthropist to
a town in Mexico, which he adopted. He helped
the residents become more independent by
assisting in the development of an industry,
and helped the children by building schools,
which he continued to support every year.
Family was very important to Mr. VetteI
as he had two sisters - Grace Gayer (deceased),
and Virginia Broden. He was married twice -
to Adel Vettel and Virginia Booth Vettel, and
had a stepdaughter, Judy Joy Storms, and a
step granddaughter, Judy Hope Storms.
He is survived by his best friend of 22
years, Debra Colabella, who took care ofhim
in his later life.
Mr. Vettel's friend, Abraham Fischler,
EdD., President Emeritus for Nova Southeast-
ern University, said, "We will always remem-
ber Earl VetteI for not only his contributions,
but for his sincere commitment in time, sup-
port and concern for the development of our
university."
Q: Were you married?
A: Yes, and I have two daughters. I met my wife
after I inherited the business and we got married
right away. I loved her very much, but when I lost
the business, she left me and took the children. She
said that she needed someone to support her and
her daughters. My daughters were only 2 and 8
months at the time. They never really knew who I
am and was. You would think: that was the worst
part of it all, but it gets worse. My wife was really
close to my family and before she left, she told
them that the reason she is leaving me is because I
used to beat her.
Q: What did you do when you arrived to Florida?
A: I got another job at Domino's delivering pizzas.
I got a small, cheap, apartment, and lived alone. I
never had anyone ever again.
Q: How long did that last?
A: Not very long, because I had a heavy drinking
problem. One night when I was on delivery, I
stopped at a liquor store for a quick drink. When I
went on my delivery, I got into a big accident. The
cops came and arrested me for D.D.I. I stayed injail
for two days, and when I was released I had lost my
job.
Q: Did you look for another job?
A: Yes, but because I have a record for D.D.I. no
one wanted to hire me. This made me more de-
pressed; I drank even more, and started to do drugs.
I got so depressed that I thought about killing my-
self.
Q: Have they tried to contact you, or have you
tried to contact them?
A: No, because after I had lost the business, I got
real depressed, and started to drink a lot. I couldn't
stand living in Georgia anymore and hitchhiked to
Florida.
Q: Your family believed her?
A: They not only believed her, but also they didn't
want anything to do with me after that. I haven't
talked to them since then.
Q: Why did you only run the business for a
couple of years?
A: I didn't know anything about running a busi-
ness, and when my father ran it, I never cared on
knowing how to run it. I went out ofbusiness after
the third year of inheriting it. That is when every-
thing started to go wrong because I didn't have any
good support from my family.
Q: What type of business was it?
A: We would put tile in people's houses.
and foolish. I think: I started to make those kind of
drastic changes in my life when my parents died a
year apart from each other, both ofa heart attack.
Q: What did you do next?
A: Well, my father left me the family business. So I
ran that for a couple ofyears.
·Charles. continued
Dear Stan: Continued from Paae 9
Q: What made you realize that your life is worth
more than ending it so drastically?
A: To this day I don't know why I didn't go through
with killing myself. I guess I wanted people to hear
my story and make an example out of it. I lost
everything and the drugs took over my life. I was so
addicted to drugs that I sold my car to have money
for drugs.
Q: What happened with your apartment?
A: I lost that too because I didn't pay the rent and
I was forced to live on the streets. As you can see,
I now live in a park in Miami. When I first started
to live on the streets I would beg people for money
so I could buy drugs, I didn't care how I got the
drugs, aslong as I got them. I now think that I have
some deadly disease because I did share needles
with many people, and I am very sick.
Q: Did you go to the clinic to get yourself
checked?
A: No, I know I am dying and it is too late for me.
That is why I want people to hear my story. Hope-
fully, my daughters will forgive and find me before
I die.
Q: Have you looked for your daughters?
A: No, because I am too ashamed ofmy I}fe. I hope
they are doing fine and making the best out oftheir
lives. I want them to know that I love them and I
think of them every day.
done something terribly wrong. Having
Guilty Feelings, Miramar, Florida
Dear Having Guilty Feelings,
The reason you feel guilty is that you know
that your friend has a drinking problem and
you've volunteered to help as long as she
seeks help. The only way you will feel com-
fortable and become free ofthose guilty feel-
ings is ifyou set an example by not drinking
with your friend and keep your promise. And
remember: the first step is admitting the prob-
lem, just in case your "friend" is really you.
realty
misc.
Residential Mortgages
First Time Homebuyers
Low Money Down
3 Bedroom Condo / For Rent
7085 NOVA DR.,
1 BLOCKTO NOVA AND UNIVERSITY
DRIVE
$1,150.00/MO 1 YEAR LEASE
(954) 907-2298 KEVIN
$500.00 CASH REFERAL FEE!
954-423-2425 ext. 17
David Shumanis
American Capital Trust
Retail Mortgage Lending
8330 State Road Eighty Four
Davie, FL 33324
We are located in the Leo Goodwin Hall
building in office # 11 O.
Telephone # 954-262-6468
offcampus@nova.edu
Contact: Charles Silver
Off-Campus Housing Coordinator
You can fmd us on the web at
http://www.nova.edu/cwis/studentaffairs/reslife/
offcampus
Are you looking for Off-campus Housing?
NSU just opened a new service to help our
student population.
BRAND NEW: 3 BEDROOM - 2 BATH CON-
DOMINIUM, 1260 SQ FT., 2ND FLOOR,
POOL VIEW, BBQ AREA, UPGRADED AP-
PLIANCES, WASHER/DRYER, SECURITY
SYSTEM, TILE PATIO...
employment
merchandise
1819 S. University Drive, Davie
"We Ship Anything Anywhere"
GOING HOME?
LET PAK MAIL PACK AND SHIP YOUR
VALUABLES WITH CUSTOM PACKING,
SHIPPING, UPS, AND MUCH MORE. WE ARE
AT THE CORNER OF UNIVERSITY DRIVE AND
1-595 YOU CAN CALL US AT 954.577.3054
NO UNES... NO WAITING
lINo Months Free On a One Year Mailbox
Rental
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
saturday 10:00 am to 2:00 pm
Closed on Sundays
PAK MAIL
Math a Reading PIT Assistant
P.S. Free box for Shipping when you show us
your Valid School I.D.
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SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!
The ultimate vacation in Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica, and more!
Packages include airfare, 7nts hotel, FREE FOOD,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest Price
Guarentee! REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends
and get hooked up with 2 FREE TRIPS and VIP
treatment! Also earn extra cash and bonus
prizes just for promoting StudentCity.com!
call 1-800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com today!
When :Mon&Thu (3-7pm)
Job: Monitor and assist students' class work.
Ph. (954) 450-6284 Fax (954) 437-8951
Meditation
Gatherings
Including kinky twists,
cornrows, yarn
braiding, microbraids,
lock retwist, weave
extensions...and much
much more!
on any style all winter
STUDENT
Winter Special
*20% off
BRAIDSlOCKS WEAVE
Ft. Lauderdale, FI 33312
(954) 823-7692
KNIOHT
CALL: 954.797.8009
6191 Orange Dr.
Suite 6173-L
Davie FL 33314
Charles H. Rubenstein
Attorney At Law
412 Southeast 23rd Street
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316
(954) 760-4400
3911 Davie Blvd
(954) 792-0570
~ East African Hair Village
Natural Hair Care Salon
Vvtlere being NATURAL is no trend,
but, NATURALLY you.
Minutes from campus.
Reasonable and Affordable
Start your own Fraternity!
~
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
ZETA BETA TAU IS LOOKING FOR MEN TO STARTANEW
CHAPTER. FORTHOSE WANllNG ACADEMIC SUCCESS,
NETWORKING OPPOIUUNmESANDACHANCE TO GAIN
FRIENDSIN ANON-PLEDGING BROTHERHOOD E·MAlL
ZBTOZBl1NTERNATlONALORG
ORCAUl.lIOO.43L!l674
IN 2003, I WILL GO TO TIBET!
...to study Kanna and Reincarnation
OR MAYBE INDIA?
...to learn Buddha's Noble-Eightfold Path
WALK THROUGH AN EGYPTIAN
TEMPLE!
Put more wisdom in my life•••
"i! ....
Register Now!
Introduction to Philosphy and Metaphysics
starts: Wednesday,January 29, 2003, 8:00p.m.
cost: $95
New Acropolis Cultural Association
at Yoga Connection
1025 South University Drive
(954) 303-3070
www.newacropolis.org
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
campusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact campusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
,-
Two Rides For the Same
Price...FREE
for Inore infonnation call 1-800-234-RIDE.
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pearance marks the first in what is planned
to be an annual series ofdistinguished speak-
ers at the Farquhar College ofArts and Sci-
ences.
Psi Chi is represented at over 1,00 campuses in
the U.S. A Social and Behavioral Science Honor
Society, NSU began its chapter on February 12.
suing 12 pages of questions regard-
ing the prospect of war in Iraq, and
was granted 4 hours of President
Bush's time in response. This is a tes-
tament not only to Bush's candor, but
also to ,Woodward's standing as ajour-
nalist.
Woodward wrapped up the cer-
emony with a signing for his recently
released book, Bush at War, which
chronicles the activities ofmajor U.S. ...
. . Woodward sIgned copIes of hIS latest book, Bush at War.
pohcy makers durmg the 3-month pe- at the end of the renaming ceremony.
riod following September 11.
A IS-minute film was shown which docu-
mented the history of the undergraduate
school.Also speaking were Norma M. Goonen,
DeanofFarquhar Colleg~.andUniversity Vice-
Presidefit deOIie HanbutyO'Woodward's ap-
byTodd Collins
collins@nova.edu
On the afternoon of Wednesday, Febru-
ary 12, The national honor society inpsychol-
ogy, Psi Chi, kicked off its inception at NSU
with a barbeque.\1eld, On the plaza ofth-~Parker
building. The event was designed,as an inau-
gural celebration, as well as an invitation for
eligible students to join. The entireNSU com-
munity was welcomed; and over 150 students
were served.
T9 qualify as a member, students must
carry a minimum 3.5 g.p.a. and be in the top
35% oftheir graduating class. Membership is
open to undergraduates as well as graduate
students.
President ofPsi Chi's NSU chapter, Mar-
tin A. Oyarzun, cites many benefits of mem-
bership, including higher pay for those choos-
ing employment the field ofpsychology, and
urges the approximately 70 eligible students
at NSU tojoin.
NSU Gains National k-fonor Society Chapter
..•..~,~.
There are currently more than '. '.' ",;;)J-~~,'·C·''''
422,0.•.OO·.••......me..m.. bersin. th.eSOCiety,.with "'*" '.~.•.....I!...........•...... " ' ' ,b . '~'.. ' .".repre~en~onat ~ver.1,000 cam- .,.,. . ~ . ...,';;# ''I.
puses mthe U.S. PSI Chi has more #'..:a. . ... ' ~ .. • ....' ... ' .•
chapters than any other honor .'..'. ".~ '. ...• . - ."~.. , '.·1·.. . b cal .. '~ '.. 'It ,. rj
society m ac aureate lllStl- """". .' ._ .. ~_. .t..
tutions a~d has the largest.I..., '!!!tIl' -.. &.....•• • ... ..~.J'•..•...
membership of any psycho- la .... 'I," ~ pj
logical organization in the Jli5. =..... ' -.' •... ...." :.......' ~.'.'.•.
world. The organization ben- ,.....• U .. " :._J'.
efits ?sychol?gy students by ......•....~' .•. +.i #t...•... . ...• &.'~....•..•..#.~..~ ' •.. '.o~enng 17 dIfferent scholar- .. r,_,,~ ..!111 .~,_, .,- ' /.' . ._
ShIpS and grants~ wel~ as 95 Ij~... ,." ,'f.:,'- "., '. ,'.
research awards, mcludmg the ". ~.....~'. .'" .. ..ii!!
highly esteemed Newman ..... ".1. .... t •.'...... .. ~..f:J+.' ..J....~
Award for graduate research. .~...~~ ". ~\\... '. "Inter~s~~ students .should conta~t . . .' . ~UID . ~~
the DIVisIon ofSocial and BehaViOral ..•.. . "'
Sciences at (954) 262 -7941. Information is ..~~~
also available at www.psichi.org.
Famed Journalist Delivers Speech at Farquhar
College Renaming Ceremony
byTodd Collins
collins@nova.edu
475 people turned out qn Monday
evening, February 10, at the Rose and Alfred
Miniachi Performing Arts Center for the cer-
emony to inaugurate the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences' new name. Guest speaker
was Bob Woodward. Having achieved fame
for his part in exposing the Watergate scandal
during the Nixon era, Woodward is currently
assistant managing editor of news for the
Washington Post.
During his 40-minute speech, which cen-
tered on the issue of and U.S. involvement
and possible war in Iraq, Woodward employed
the Socratic method, soliciting responses from
the audience. Noteworthy was the fact that he
recently had contacted the White House, is-
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Editorial
Safe Zones or Walls?
Over a hundred universities around the nation have adapted a
Safe Zone for their gay, lesbian, and bisexual community, inlcuding
FlU, FSU, UF, and USF. Signs like North Dakota State University's
are posted around campus to identify .sites on campus where gay,
lesbian, and bisexual students can turn. Yet, is this policy needed
at NSU?
.oo~tif.,,>-.oc"'>O"~~)I)«i,
~_l:»««~.~1:~j>lN~
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university campus, should feel free to express
him or herselfwithout recrimination. The idea
that one must start small and work to the
larger environment is not acceptable to me.
A small debate is ensuing on the NSU To break down racial discrimination in this
campus regarding whether a safe zone policy country it was not "let's just get Selma to
should be instituted. The debate centers on desegregate and then we will go to Albany
the fact that diversity is not generally recog- orAnniston." The approach was instead that
nized on this campus. The argument is ~at the country as a whole must integrate, and
members of the gay and lesbian communl~ the civil rights movement will use certain
do not feel comfortable openly e:cpressing ~eIr spots as flashpoints to attack the inequities
sexuality and do not feel there IS a supportive in the system.
environment for their sexual orientation. The idea ofa sign, sticker, etc. that des-
Let me preface my comme~ts by noting ignates a specific area is repugnant to me.
that I have no issues with ANY lifestyle. How As one who would have had to wear the Yel-
one chooses to pursue their personal life and low Star 60 years ago, I am repelled by the
personal relationships is their business and idea of placing a badge on an area as being
they should be free to do so without.fe~ of for or against a specific lifestyle or group of
recrimination, discrimination or os~aclzatlOn. people. The marking of individ~a~sor areas
However, the recent suggestIOn of.the as particular to a specific race, religIOn or way
implementation ofsafe zones at NSU has raised of thinking, by use of a symbol, while per-
red flags for me. haps innocent in its design, can have insidi-
A safe zone is a nationwide pro~am t~at ous implications.
has been instituted at numerous umv~fSlty Finally, the issue ofsafe zones for me is
campuses in an effort to promote what IS. re- political correctness run amuck. I spent al-
ferred to as a "safe haven" for gay, lesbian, most 10 years of my life in one ofth~as­
straight, bisexual, and transgender me~bers tions ofpcilitical correctnesS;'~uke~er­
oftht; c0n;wl:\il1ity. To quqt:,one ofthe .umv.Jtt: sity, an4i;~,s frankly left me with ~very
sities that h.as safe zones: .T.he goal IS to, let sour tast.~~iW'.·L.m.. y mouth. '. The suppress.lOn of
people know that they can be"themselves Wlth- ideas thalfOok place.and the exclUSIOn of
out .fear.,Of...•..h,.ar...; ..•. ~.:..s..s.,.Ill..e.nt"'?,~,*J~~S~.I,. V.i.pl.'.l.,:nc<.e.: thO....•.. s•..:.e _:.•'~.·.'.•.....";".n~:·.·?t.. fi.o.....•I.IO:~:.•e.. t.,h..:~i..P,o.•., 1..1.'t~.callY c~~-agalp.~t, tp~t!h\The C)r~'ltH~ tI sponsors,R?6tJ! rect fo i,. , mcreassJIlg.POhtl
passive anq )nteractIveprograms to edllc\l;te caTco1,.... ~ Qnly~.,· . .;ea
the cOlllmllI#tyabout differ!mt sexua~ or~rc~ti:,l~... l~i'sy~~$~elusloii;~~=tothat;!;,",,, <:
tions, homophobia, tolerance and unity mthe it is decrying. We do no"fwant that here"at
community." Identifying individuals who can Nova.
provide a supportive environment as well.as To increase diversity at the University,
information for LGBT students and their alhes or rather the acceptance of diversity (this is
effectuate this goal. Thus certain areas are des- one ofthe most diverse campuses I have ever
ignated as "safe." had the pleasure ofbeing on) needs to be an
There is no question that the goal ofsuch institutional challenge as a whole. From the
a program is admirable. It is important to note bottom and from the top, change must take
that I favor diversity. I favor the free exchan~e place. Such change has recently begun, as
of ideas and I want all to feel comfortable m NSU has joined the ranks ofthose businesses
this environment. However, despite those de- and universities that offer domestic partner
sires and the admirable goals expres~ed benefits. Designation of zones allows those
through the program I am very apprehenSive who are already ignorant or choose just not
about the institution ofsuch a program at NSU to know to continue in their lack of knowl-
for a variety of reasons. edge. The goal should be to educate those
The ideaof segmenting the campus, not- who surround us to bring them into the 21 st
ing some areas as safe, is creating w~ls; i~ i.s century. Walls ke~p out as much as they keep
the formation of small ghettos. The Imphclt in. The ghettos of Europe kept the gentile
idea of such a designation is that the non- out as much as it fenced the Jew in. We want
designated areas are not safe, or are accepting a campus void of fences. andwalls.•~e w~t
of intolerance. The reality is ALL ofthe cam- an environment where an indi,vi4Ul\I:p.o ItUiltc
pus should be a safe zone. Anyone with a mi- ter his race, religion of$.exualorient!ition fe~ls
nority viewpoint or lifestyle, especially on a comfortable in every corner ofit. ,
By Dr. Gary Gershman, Ph.D.
Humanities Division
r~.l=::::=--:~:::::=;:
Fan mail:
"1. More explosions- With Israel lFndPales-
tine hogging all the good terrorist explo-
sions, suicide bombers, and whatnot; I feel
the USA is being left out. Come on, I haven't
seen a good explosion in over a year now. "
You ever waste a lot oftime? I'm not
talking about the "sit in front ofa TV for
hours" kind oftime wasting, as this often
results in one enjoying one's self, or in
the best case scenario, actually learning
something useful. The kind ofhard-core
time wasting I'm talking about is much,
much more insidious than that. Unfortu-
nately, it is also the kind that I am most
experienced with. That is why I have de-
cided to bring you a list ofthe worst hard-
core time wasting (to be referred to as
HCtw) activities ever undertaken by man-
kind, so that you may either avoid these
activities and/or cut them offas they start
with a sharp blow to one's own head. Or
you could try them out at the office.
I) Attempt to swaDow your own tongue.
First off, it's hard to make much progress.
If you do, you get to play the game of
"What do I before I choke to death? Uh
oh, too late."
2) ChaUenging yourselfto an arm wres-
tling match. One of the many games in
which you are always the loser. Yes, I'm
talking to you.
3) Trying not to think about PolarBears
for a fuD ten minutes. Go ahead and try.
Starting....Now.
4) Anything involving the Internet.
Where else can you argue with a person
for hours on the meaning behind cheese?
5) Reading this column. Got you sucker!
Very classy to write in the school newspaper.
I wonder ifthe "editor-in-chief' sat down and
thought about the number of students from
the Middle East and New York. Also, as a
New Yorker I'm extremely offended by what I
read. People did not die inthese situations so
that you can make a feeble attempt at a joke.
No wonder "The Knight" has been going
downhill in recent years. "One Thing That
Would Make 2003 Totally Kickass": no more
stories from Jason Fraser.
Letters to the Editor
Sean Leahy
SigmaAlpha Mu, Epsilon Beta Chapter
Brotherhood / Risk Management Chair
Wasting Time Activites
Editor's Response: Too offensive? Well then,I'll
refrain.from givingyou the offensive response
1was planningon. Let mejust say itwasfreak-
ing hilarious and involved two donke.vs. a
midget, France, a particularly large cucum-
ber, and yourselfI 'm sure you can picture it
now.
Nova students to attend international conference Physics Minor Now Available
Tbe 1913 mahogaDy dental office is an au-
tht!ntie replication. It was curated:,and as-
,semblt!d by Alvin ](rU,",i D~S, who was ap-
pointed Directilr of,DentaIMust!um aDd Ar-,
tifacts by Dean U1cbiJI. Placed behiDd a glass
imcrosare under balogn ligbts, tberepliea
caD bt! vit!wed in th waiting room' of tbe
ground floor of the Coilege of Dental Mt!dj-
cint! main treatment cUnic. '
electromagnetism, and mechanics, while select-
ing from a number of classes on optics, bio-
physics, and advanced math. For more infor-
mation contact Dr. David Simon at
simond@nova.edu.
, ;.
:}~11 it. ~
:- '~I'
Ifyou're like me you get a kick out ofcal-
culating the momentum of a spitball and sub-
sequently the average force exerted whenyou
nail Dr. (fill in name here) in the back ofthe
head with it. 'Or maybe not.
At any rate, there is now a physics' minor
being offered here at Nova. Physics, while be-
ing probably the most practical science, can
be useful for all types of students, including
future doctors, computer engineers, and su-
per dorks. The minor consists of 18 credit hours
at the 3000 level or above. The minor may in-
clude up to three hours of independent stud-
ies, up to three hours ofspecial topics, and up
to three hours of mathematics. Students will
be required to take classes in modem physics, '
by Kareem Shaker
shakerk@nova.edu
stacle to students seeking education after h~h
school," says Ben '
Gaines, Coordinator for
the Coalition for Higher
Education Act Reform
(CHEAR). "Frank's bill
truly embodies the de-
sire to see change re- Rep reS e n t a ti v e
flected by the 100 stu- Barney Frank' has
d been an opposer ofe~t government reso- the provision ~ince
lutlOns and nearly 60 let- its implementation
ters ofendorsement from in 2000 '
national and local organizations supporting full
repeal ofthis misguided and destructive law."
H.R. 685 is expected to gain quick biparti-
san support from 62co~sponsorsQfthe repeal
measure in the 'I07\h cOIlgress.Ih' th~'upcom­
ing \Veeks, groups supporting the' repeat will
increase grassroots pressure formoreco-sp6n-
sors. "We are planing congressional visits and
rallies on over 100 college campuses this spring
to educate greater numbers oflegislatorsabout
the harmful impact of the HEA Drug Provi-
sion," says Shawn Heller, National Director Of
Students for Sensible Drug Policy. ,
"There, is clear evidence to suggest tha.
because of racial profiling and other forms o~
discrimination in the criminal justice system,:
Blacks and Hispanics are disproportionaly tar-'
geted, arre~ted, and convicted oCdrug of-'
fenses.Therefore. ii policy that denies finan-!
cial aid to p~oplewit4drug convictions has a1
racially dis~riminat()ry impact," says Wade;,
Henderson, Executive Dire~orofthe Leader-
shipConferepceon Civil Rights, the nation's, \
oldest andlatgest civil rights coalition. "The\~
discriminator¥ denial ofeducational opportu- ;;
nities to minOljty students shouldbe repealed." ': ,'" ' '
, Some oftbe 44 national prganizatioIls that,tionActReform(CREAR) represent millions of
,support repeal~oftheHEADrugProvision in- :~ericanswho know that it is counterproduc-
clude; the National Education 'Association', tive to re~fulancial aid tostuderrts,whocould
American Federation of Teachers; United better themselves and' their commu~ities
Methodist Chmch; National AssoCiation of tl\rough education. CREAR's grassroots cam-
StudentFinancialAidAdfninistrators;NAACP\ pa,ign continues to gain momentum as greater
NAADAC; TheAssociationforAddiction,Pro- numbers ofstudents lose access,to higher edu-
fessionals; RainbowlPPSHCoalition;Studenfs ,catiooeach year. See :the entire list.ofgroups
for Sensibl~Drug Policy; lind theUniiedStat~ opposed to the REA I?rug Provision at'http://
, Student ,Association. Collectively, thegrb.ilps www.raileyOBn'oice.oo~.doe
who make 'up the Coalition for HigherE~
London $326 '
Paris $322
Amsterdam $320 "
R0I11,e~ $3,59
cessive punishments have spurred on hun-
dreds of college campuses a movement dedi-
cated to changing the nation's most draconian
drug laws.
"Representative Barney Frank deserves
the gratitude of thousands of students for
once again leading Congressional efforts to
repeal what has become the number one ob-
for students to perform, "We design the ex-
periments in such a way that it is easy for the
students to learn;: said-Dr. Keith.
The research team has found that tear-
protein adhesion to contact lenses contributes
to lens contamination and deterioration, and
depends primarily on the type of contact-lens
material used. The research performed prom-
ises to yield advanced techniques for testing
new contact materials and the efficacyofclean-
ing technologies.
So far the research done has pFovided for
the publishing ofa report in a scientific journal
and another report to be published soon. They
will be presenting two presentations entitled
"Adhesion of albumin to FDA
Group ....contact lenses" at the conference
they will be attending inApril. ContactDr. Keith
at edwardok@nova.edu for more information.
,
Fare isroundtripftom Miaml~ Subject to chBngeand availability. Tax not included:
,' Restrictions and 'blackouts apply. \
! '
and NOT
just
onlin,e\
On April 11-15, 2003, a research team
headed by Dr. Edward O. Keith will be attend-
ing an international science convention in San
Diego, California. The team will be presenting
the results of research done here at Nova.
Dr. Keith, along with Dr. Lester Janoffof
the College of Optometry, has been working
on a research project that studies the effects
of tear proteins to contact lenses. Dr. Keith
was interested inproteins for a number ofyears
and first studied milk proteins as a professor
at Nova during the early 90's. He began look-
ing into tear proteins and saw that they very
similar to milk proteins. In order to incorpo-
rate student learning and experience, a group
of about a dozen students joined Dr. Keith in
his research. The experiments are designed
by Kareem Shaker
shakerk@nova.edu
New Bill to Repeal Higher Education Drug Provision
Drug provision has denied 100,000 students financial aid for college in four years
Staff Reports
Representative Barney Frailk (D-MA),
along with 38 co-sponsors, todayreintroduced
H.R. 685, a bill which would repeal the Higher
EducationAct Drug Provision. Since 1999, this
drug provision has denied roughly 100,000
, college students convicted of qrug offenses
access to federal loans and grants. These ex-
~. -
De@' st~t1 Pfu/~t1ders
Dear I want to keep it clean: I t seems to me
that the girls at your job are lazy and have no
respect for themselves when it comes to hy-
giene and personal sanitary items knowing that
the bathroom is being shared by a number of
people. Maybe your company should put a
lock on the door or some type ofsecurity pass
on each stall for entry. This way you will be
able to isolate the problem and maybe put a
stop to this. Remember, cleanliness is next to
godliness, or so they say.
seemed to not want to talk to the advice seeker
and who looked at her in disgust,]" that does
not entail "all thin girls." Further still, I think
that I am unqualified to offer you advice re-
garding your problem. Remember, as you said,
this column serves as "entertainment," and so
does my response to you.
Dear Stan Philanders,
• work in a smaU business after school doing
copy work and stuffing envelopes with flyers
to promote more business••workwith maybe
four otherwomen and three guys. AU young
adults. I'm having a problem with bow un-
sanitary the other ladies leave the women's
rest room. I'm no clean or neat freak but I'm
highly disgusted how young beautiful girls
can be so nasty by not flushing after using the
toilet and leaving personal items in the bowl
for everyone to see. This issue has been ad-
dressed to aU the girls but the problem seems
to be 'getting worse.•want to keep it clean,
MiamiFlorida.
HenahGupta,MS
Clinical Psychology Doctoral Student
Nova Southeastern University
Dear Writing in response to reading [my] ad-
vice: I would like you to define "more edu-
cated and helpful advice." I'm also interested
in finding out your credentials in judging ad-
vice. I find highly inappropriate your choice of
the word "grandiose" when you referred to
my labeling ofthin girls, and recommend your
consulting a dictionary before submitting a
letter. Further, I recommend you sharpen your
reading skills since I narrowed the scope of
labeled thin girls to "those thin girls [who
• am writing in response to reading the advice
provided to students from Stan Philanders re-
garding their personal difficulties. Some of
the students' concerns are ofa very delicate
nature (e.g. weightlbody image concerns, sexu-
ality issues, and alcoholism), and. believe that
more educated and helpful advice should be
provided.• am interested in finding out the
credentials ofthis colunmist in providing ad-
vice on such serious matters (i.e. psychology
training). Also, the grandiose labeling ofaU
thin girls to be anorexia or bulimic, in order
to make the person writing to this column
feel better about herweight concerns, is highly
inappropriate. This column appears to serve
an entertainment value to the paper rather
than a place for students to receive much
needed help. Your attention to this matter is
requested.
l1Lft~
I "30 Minute fitness, &Wefght Loss Centers"
Special Student Rate!*
ont
Y$99·00
. per semester
Fast -Fun-Fitness
(954) 472-4872
*Must present current student ID or payment receipt. Some restrictions apply.
Conviently located across from Nova Southeastern University
(Shoppes of Rolling Hills)
2855 S. University Dr. Davie
4S<e~<e~*
Get a
higher score
anytime,
anywhere.
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n. Jaduon Hewitt" 12-weel( IncOff1re Tax COU~.
It's e-asy. It's smart. And it s luitiofJfrlee"
ThE' Jdckson Hewitt 12-w..ek Income Tax Course.
There's .. hugE' potential clientele out tht'!'ne~.
Whlch could add up to extra money fOr you
working as a tax prcpal'er:. Calf 1-800-23....-1040
or log ()n to wWv".i.ackst)nh...w~u:.(:orn_
M.nkp more rnof'lf!'Y dnd rrlOtke m:...re of yovf~eit.
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World Leader in Test Prep
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
~ res! ~~nw1; ~Nt ~ti"":J;H:'(J lJ:;rmmll'lW nt their rp.~;J'I;(;'!iva (}Wrl(OJ~.
Classes are filling fast! Call today!
Enroll with Kaplan and study at any of our 160
Center~nationwide-or online at kaptest.com.
Beta Theta Pi's self- Defense I Student Government In Action I Black History Celebration, 2003
Workshop
By Kareem Shaker
shaker@nova.edu
It's been a busy semester for the brothers
of Beta Theta Pi. The brothers have already
completed several very successful events and
have a host of others still planned.
The self-defense workshop, which took
;Jlace after the "Take Back The Night" rally at
Goodwin, proved cO be a very successful
~vent. A self-defense Instructor was brought
o leach a group of aooU( thirty students how
" :'Lif, lve an anacK. /\ ',or or Deapie who neard
.~~'UUl ~he event but '.\ ere not Jbie to :tttena
-;.1\'e -.lSkea for 3nothcr "},,-e \Vlll
'.':'':Y"'' ' ou postea on the Gate :..)( "U1e event.
"others of~=eta \iu of Beli:1 Theta Pi \'0]-
.:l~~e;-ec:i for the ;'._{)\/e .~en festi\/al f0r~he ~out1h
>..:Jf:n a T'\\ ;'~Y na\'c ~ii:SU :laG J-;OCial "\ nn
,~hi Sign-ld :-;i~ma ~no the Fifth Annual .\ltirdi
,jras 'Janv,' utllre Dlans lor chis ,emester m-
:lUde another pany, a aumDer or" voiunteer
:vents including habitat for humanity, and the
second self-defense workshop. Contact
betazm@coollist.com tor more information.
By Kareem Shaker
shaker@nova.edu
A few of us have been around long
enough to remember Jamaican Me Crazy. For
those that haven't, it was a quaint little "food
shack" at the Parker Building before the con-
struction of the several million-dollar library
and its over-priced coffee shop. Back in those
days, you could get a cup of coffee on your
way to class or a bag of chips during break.
\low you have to walk to the megalopoiis we
cai! "the library" and spend four bucks on a
':up 01' coffee. Ain't that convenient')
\ilembers of rhe \lSUSGA have zureaav
.:cred on 1lus oy passing a resolution ,ast Se-
mester. )f you are in support of havlIlg d food
facihty back at the Parker building piease Tina
.~ OelltlOn <.i.na Si!?l1 'i. ,'ou Ini!~11t ~ee l.ois oeti-
Ion or anomer one mat,uppons me appomt-
ment of a student ,eaaer ontO the :"SU Board
or'Trustees. The second petition is just as im-
portant as the tirst one and we need your sup-
port on both of them so please contact any
senator and sign it.
Along with the petitions, SGA has also
planned many events, including a spring break
trip, NSUSGA day, and several constituency
meetings. Be on the lookout for a free-raffle for
SunPass units and toll for the semester. Con-
tact NSUSGA@list.nova.edu for more infor-
mation.
By Myriam Georges
gmyriam@nova.edu
From February 17 through February 20,
the Pan-African Student Association, along
with the Caribbean Student Association, and
Student Activities. celebrated and remembered
Black History Month. The festivities began
with an Afro-Caribbean Food Festival. Held in
front of the Parker budding, the swdent body
was given :he 'opponunIty '0 sample dishes
,md musIc enloyed bv :ne blaCK community in
\menca and the Canhoean.
:n uesda). (3. ?'\:-. \ pre-
·,-,ntea ,"oora Obi Nweze. \ 'Ui 111!S ·.<.:~'rs Out-
"TJ.nClng Sou~j) ~~ori(liafi\,\\'J.rli. ~'Ornler
:SL "Jroressor. >.,weze iI· ,ne srare Jreo'dentof
l~e'.alionai ,\Sst1l.:ianon ror tne .i\avar.cement
'CO Clloree Peocle. She also 'yOrKS <is ,]lsrr:cI
iirecror or" alternative eaucatIon ana JropoU[
JreventlOn :1rograms in the Miam!-Dade
"':oumy pUblic schools, Upon acceptmg the
award, Nweze urged students to give back to
the community upon graduation.
"Remember the community at-large and
share with your community what you learn.
You live in a community that yearns and needs
what you have learned during your college
studies It's more than making money," she con-
tinued. "Ifyou don't give back, then your com-
munity will be destroyed ifit is not informed of
what they need to know."
Wednesday was movie and game night in
Adora Obi Nwez~,pres!dellt olthe NAACf
Iionored by PAsA lVitb the' Outstanding Su
.F loridian Award. Nweze whose name me,
"daughter of the community" urged stude i'
to be active in helping their community to gn"
the Rosenthal student center, where a knv.v,
edge bowl was also held. A coffee house.nd
poetry night was held on the last day of 1es-
tivities.
•
For the Sainej.FRE
for more informatibn call 1-800-234-RIDE
.Str.et.C.h Yovr'se/(. 1(e~C'h (or' the St~r's.
8e 4 u4t:1ey
-- an undergraduate Orientation Leader for the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences.
Applicants must be currently enrolled at
NSU as undergraduate studenls, 1!Jqn to re-
main enrolled as undeitr~ua~~iludents
for Fall 2003, and be willing"'irserve as
leaders during our Summer, Winter and
Evening Orientation Programs.
Benefits include tuition stipend, leadership
experience, fun, and the thrill of knowing
you've made a difference in the life of a
new student.
Applications are available in our division offices, Office ofNew Student Services- Parker 131, Office ofthe Dean ofStudents- Rosenthal 100 and Residential
Life - Goodwin Lobby. Application Deadline is Friday, March 28, 2003.
Contact: Carmen Sosa. Senior Academic Adviser. 954-262-8222, sosac@nova.edu
l-Mar
Softball
Barry Tournament
@NSU
2-Mar
Softball
Barry Tournament
@NSU
8-Mar
Baseball··
vs
-~_::';'i'
Regis
@NSU, 1:OOpm
13-Mar
Women's and Men's Basketball
Regional Tournament
14-Mar
15-Mar
Baseball
vs
Eckerd
@NSU, 7:00pm
Softball
vs
Warner Southern
@NSU, 5:00pm
16-Mar
Baseball
vs
Eckard
@NSU, 1:OOpm
2D-Mar
Baseball
vs
William Patterson
@NSU, 6:00pm
21-lar
Baseball
vs
Bloomfield
@NSU, 7:00pm
25-Mar
Baseball
vs
Barry University
@NSU, 7:00pm
25-Mar
Softball
vs
Lynn University
@NSU, 6:00pm
26·Mar
Baseball
vs
Felician College, NJ
@NSU, 7:00pm
Softball
vs
Taylor
@NSU, 2:00pm
28-Mar
Baseball
vs
Harvard
@NSU, 7:00pm
29-Mar
Baseball
vs
Harvard
@NSU, 7:00pm
3D-Mar
Baseball
vs
Harvard
@NSU,TBA
Softball
vs
Northwood
@NSU, 6:00pm
All NSU home Basketball games are played
in the George Meyer Gymnasium located at BGG.
All NSU Baseball and Softball games
will be played at their on campus facilities.
10 Ms:~~~Entertainment!--_
03/29/03
Aui DiFraneo, Commoobond
Calliope Fest; HQUyWood,FL
03/29/03 .
2 Live Crew, Insane Clown"Posse
Ovation; B<ryntOli Beach,FL
03114-16/03 ~
Paula Pouo;dstone
The Improv; Miamii.FL
03118/03'i
Queens or Tbe Ston~~
Culture Room; Fort Laud~dllle;FL .
"
03122/03
"Ultra "MusieFestival" Roni Si~,DieseIBoy,
Paul Oak-enfold, J·osb Wink; D,) Sas.ba, and
more" '.'
Bayfront Park, Miami,FL
Upcoming A&E Ev~nts
02/26/03
Voodoo Glow Skulls, Irish Car Bomb, The
Disasters
The Factory; Fort Lauderdale,FL
, 03/07/03
. Mates or State, Polish, Rainer Maria
'., American Club; Miami,FL
02/28/03
~um 41, Authority Zero, No Use For A Na~
Ovation; Boynton Beach,FL
03/08/03
G,J,..ove& Speeial Sauee, Metf:eski Ml!rtin and
'Wood, Charlie, HUllterDuo and more
Langerad9, Music Festivat; Fort Lauderdale,FL
03/14/Q3
BOD Jovi, Goo Goo DoUs.
.Offici:. Depot 'Center; Sunrise;FL
Fl'lUIk Black" The Cadlolies,David Lovering
The Factory; Fort 'tilllderdaIe,FL:
Curt Kirkwood, former guitarist for the Meat
Puppets, Krist Novoselic, former Nirvana bass
player, and Bud Gaugh, former Sublime
drummer, have formed the supergroup Eyes
Adrift.
else could approximate this man's style?), and
Gaugh has the talent to take the place of
Puppet's drummer Derrick Bostrom. Unfortu-
nately, when placed next to these two musi-
cians, and in a situation where he must match
Cris Kirkwood (Puppet's bass player), Krist
Novoselic really comes up short. A few ofthe
tracks, most notably 'Dottie Dawn & Julie
Jewel' and 'Telescope' have opening riffs that
have already been laid down much better by
the Puppets (See 'Magic Toy Missing' and
'Violet Eyes'); and the rest sound like cast off
tracks better relegated to that status. All in all,
a disappointing effort as it starts off strong,
but quickly goes downhill. Lets hope that a
sophomoric effort is made in which Krist stays
away from singing (as he didin tMiband with
the other Curt), and where Curttealizes that
even though their names sound tilesame, Krist
can't match the technical proficieff~ofCris.
by Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
Ifyou were an influential and/or success-
ful rock artist in the 90's, what would you do
now that your band is gone and musical tastes
have changed? The most popular answer seems
to be "Form a Supergroup ala Temple of the
Dog!" We've seen Audioslave and Zwan try
their hand at making a comeback so far with
their debut album, and while they haven't com-
pletely flopped, they also haven't been spec-
tacular efforts. Now we have Eyes Adrift, a
collaboration between former Meat Puppets
guitarist Curt Kirkwood, former Nirvana bass
man Krist Novoselic, and former Sublime drum
pounder Bud Gaugh. Being a Meat Puppets
fan, I was looking forward to hearing another
album with Curt's distinctive musical style and
guitar talents. What I got was a slightly better
than mediocre album not unlike those released
recently by the other supergroups.
Eyes Adrift starts out strong with the very
groovy track 'Sleight ofHand' , and moves on
to the album's first single'Alaska.' Both tracks
have a distinctive feel that is different than
most of the other work Kirkwood has done,
and reflect the band's talent nicely. The next
track 'Inquiring Minds' would have been
stronger ifKrist would have left the vocals to
Curt, and feels a bit too much like a recycled
MeatPuppets song, but still has some redeem-
ing value to it. From here on, the album starts
to drag and begins to sound more and more
like a collecti(;m ofMeat Puppet B-sides. This
would not be so bad since Curt is there (who
by Jason Fraser
jfraser@nova.edu
Eyes Adrift - Eyes Adrift
/:-:--~{';{':i,_~:',:~,
More Fun than a Da[t in the Neck
.' . <'<Todd Phillips, the director and writer of
"Road Trip" and "Frat House," returns to the
director's chairwith "Old School"-theADHD
. child of"The Royal Tenenbaums" and "Ameri-
Comedies. Whoever thought up the Idea can Pie." Most of the gags in this movie are
of "let's compile an hour and a half of.jo~~s eithereye-popping~lapstickorcleverlitt1eon,e­
and wrap it up ina plot like a ~y-burnto IS liners; however, th~rewere theses lines, deliv,
a genius. Even mediocre comedies are worth ered like only Luke Wilson ~an, thatres<>nate
those one or two laughs you have alone or, as and reverberate ip: your brain until five sec-
I like, with as many friends as possible. Thus, oMs later you fall but ofyour chair ia'Ughin'g.
combining my desire to goofaround with my Regardless oil:the delivery; most of the
sense ofresponsibility to my jo~;I called my witticisms hit po~;,however, "Old School"
friends and we all gatheredourthin~ and went does not bat 1.000.~portionofthehumor was
to check out a screening oflatest raunchy, dry overdone,che~sy).,lpld. just not.that.fwmy,-
Americanpomedy "Old School" . .. .' not even that"you'~e.got.t0-10ve-it-because~
Mitch Martin (Luke Wilson) e?Joy~ h~s it's-c,heesy" funny~ ~Iso, the plotwas terrible,
life.. That is until he fmds· out th~this,wlfeIS . but we didD't see ,thiS moviehecause .it was a
the curator of an orgy club~at tlle~ts ~ his riveting flUe ofamah'~ stru~Ie.We~w.the
bedroomevery now and then. Now, his friends .fibn because we kne~we'dhave a gOOd tune
Frank and Beanie (Will Ferrell and Vmce'lUldwe did(allright;'So it ismyjol>tooJ.
,Vaughn) help h1m geton withJiis life.by fmd- OveraD,themov!escore$"SiX-jJoiRt- five;.
ing him a decent homeandgiviilghirn a gala out ten.dartsin.the ne~k. "014 School"}~ef
. house waqning bash tbat wins Mitc}). instant .sentiallYwhatYou'dsee,ifSatunlaYNightLive
'cult fame;. however, the housejs on Canl?\1S, could say m()tlt~r f*cker:md have KyJelly
,andthe dean wants ''the g()dfather'''asMitchwtes~rnatehes. ObViously; don'tbrlngtbe
is caHedpostparty, out. Mitch; Frank,and ' kids to thiS oh¢;ifisrated R. There ,is ahnQst
. :Beanie, determined-to stay~ decide to start'their too much ruiked: :mtoxWatedBeamerwmit!g
own ftatemity to abide by school policy. The around, but that's the'~ay we lileou.rWill
hilarity continues.' . . .Fertell~withouta shredofdignity.
i:
-
Benihana is Japanese for "A Great Time in Fort Lauderdale"
by Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
Japanese food is becoming more and more
popular in America these days and with due
cause, but some are hesitant to indulge in the
delicious and healthy delights from the Far
East. With the addition ofsushi to the already
extensive menu at the new library (LITRC), I
decided to review a classic Japanese staple in
Fort Lauderdale that I had never had the privi-
lege to frequent until now: Benihana.
We (as always, try to go out with as many
people as possible) put our name in at the
door on a Saturday night and they told us to
wait about 40 minutes (pretty typical ofa walk-
in at this time). The decor ofthis place is pretty
top notch. Although when you first walk in to
the restaurant all you see is blank walls, cash
registers, and computers, once you enter the
dining rooms or bar/lounge area things pick
up. The main dining room is filled with beauti-
ful furniture, classic Japanese art, and numer-
ous hibachi grills. For those who aren't famil-
iar with hibachi, a hibachi is a type ofcharcoal
brazier. In most restaurants that offer hibachi,
you sit around the hibachi while your own
personal chefcooks for you in one ofthe most
dynamic and entertaining fashions in the din-
ing industry, i.e. removing the tail offa shrimp
with two knives and flipping the tails in a per-
fect arc to the dip'in his hat. There is seating
outside that puts you right on the intracostal,
a beautiful scene for a more intimate scenery.
The lounge/bar/sushi bar area is standard-
nice, but nothing special.
Once we were seated, we started the meal
offwith a Rainbow roll ($9.00), which is eight
pieces of crab, cucumber, avocado, and rice
inside a nori (seaweed) wrap with tuna, yel-
lowtail, and avocado outside. The sushi here
is a fresh as it gets and ranks up there as some
of the best.
For the main course, we sampled three
dishes: hibachi chateaubriand, Benihana De-
light, and the sashimi dinner. The hibachi
chateaubriand ($15.00-21.00) is a 90z cutofbeef
sauteed in garlic butter and hibachi vegetables
served with homemade Japanese onion soup,
house salad with ginger dressing, and steamed
rice. The cooking performance alone is worth
the price of admission but the melt-in-your-
mouth chateaubriand makes you want to live
at the restaurant. The Benihana Delight with
chicken and shrimp ($18.00) is a mix ofchopped
chicken breast fresh shrimp in a brown sauce
served with the same adornments as the
chateaubriand. Again, a drop-dead tasty dish
here accompanied by an amazing show. Last
on our tour of entrees was the sashimi dinner
($18.00) straight from the sushi bar. It was a
beautiful arrangement of 12 pieces of fresh
sashimi Gust raw fish). You really don't get the
full, true flavor of fish when it is cooked (or
anything for that matter, hence why medium-
rare steaks are so popular with steak fans),
and Benihana sashimi had flavor galore. The
highlights ofthe dish were the Spanish mack-
erel, octopus, and blue-fin tuna.
Impressed with the dinner so much, we
opted for dessert. Unfortunately, the paucity
of dishes on the dessert menu didn't leave us
with much ofa·choice. It was either ice cream,
sherbet, or fried ice cream, and the fried ice
cream only comes in strawberry. Not in the
mood for ice cream, we skipped the unimagi-
native selection.
Overall, Benihana lived up to its reputa-
tion and scores an eight out of 10 trembling
shrimp. The service was absolutely fantastic,
the dinner was sumptuous, and the evening
as an experience was remarkable ... unlike their
desserts. It's definitely the place to go if you
wish to have a special night with four or more
friends or a unique treat for you and a note-
worthy other.
Benihana
276 E. Commercial Blvd
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33308
Telephone: (954) 776-0111
Lunch:
Mon - Fri 12-2 pm
Sat 1-3 pm
Sun 1-4pm
Dinner:
Mon- Sat 5-11 pm
Sun 4-10 pm
Prices
Lunch: $6.25-$10.25
Diuner: $15-$31
·..
KNIGHT Classified employmentmerchandise realtymisc.
3 Bedroom Condo I For Rent
David Shumanis
American Capital Trust
Retail Mortgage Lending
8330 State. Road Eighty Four
Davie, FL 33324
J
954-423-2425 ext. 17 1
Are you looking for Off-campus HOUSing?lj.NSU just opened a new service to help our •
student population.
1
We are located in the Leo Goodwin Hall J
building in office # 11o.l
Telephone # 954-262-64681
offcampus@nova.edul
Contact: Charles Silver J
Off-Campus Housing Coordinator I
'B You can fmd us on the web at
41.fb:ltWWw.nova.eduicwis/studentaffairs/reslife/,
, offcampusl
7085 NOVA DR.,
1 BLOCK TO NOVA AND UNIVERSITY
DRIVE
Residential Mortgag,s
First Time Homebuyers
Low Money Down
$1,150.00/MO 1 YEAR LEASE
(954) 907-2298 KEVIN
$500.00 CASHREFERAL FEE!
BRAND NEW: 3 BEDROOM - 2 BATH CON-
DOMINIUM, 1260 SQ FT., 2ND FLOOR,
POOL VIEW, BBQAREA, UPGRADED APJtF
PLIANCES, WASHER/DItYER, SECURITY
SYSTEM, TILE PATIO...
1819 S. University Drive, Davie
"We Ship Anything Anywhere"
PAK MAIL
NO LINES... NO WAITING
Two Months Free On a One Year Mailbox
Rental
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 2:00 pm
Closed on Sundays
GOING HOME?
LET PAK MAIL PACK AND SHIP YOUR
VALUABLES WITH CUSTOM PACKING,
SHIPPING, UPS, AND MUCH MORE. WE ARE
AT THE CORNER OF UNNERSITYDRIVE AND
1-595 YOU CAN CALL US AT 954.577.3054
Win a Date with Tom!
t Send responses to
nsunews@nova.edu
Meditation
Gatherings
on any style all winter
STUDENT
Winter Special
*200/0 off
CALL: 954.797.8009
6191 Orange Dr. Suite 6173-L
Davie FL 33314
PITJob
A Davie ice cream store needs PIT responsible
and honest person to work in the early after-
noon and evening shifts~ 'Great environment
and will train.
Please call (786) 486-1896 or (305) 318-2225
to make an appointment. Must speak fluent
English and eligible to work in the U.S.
I
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Start your own Fraternity!
~~..•. I,a, ,. 1!9a .
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
ZETA BETA TAU IS LOOKING FOR MEN TO START ANEW
CHAPTER. FORTHOSE WANllNG ACADEMIC SUCCESS,
NETWORKING oPPORTUNmESAND A CHANCE TO GAIN
FRIENDS IN A NON-PLEDGING BROTHERHOOD E-MAIL
ZBT@ZII11HTERNA1l0NALORG
OR CALL 1.BOO.431.9674
Tommy Gillette
Height: 6'1
Weight: 170
Eye Color: Greenish Blue
Hair: Bleached-Blonde, Spiked Up
Age: 20
Birthday: October 4, 1982
Grade: Sophomore
Curent G.P.A.: 3.8
Major: Sports and Wellness (Sports Management) and Finance
...to study Karma and Reincarnation
OR MAYBE INDIA?
...to learn Buddha's Noble-Eightfold Path
WALK THROUGH AN EGYPTIAN
TEMPLE!
Put more wisdom in my life...
Register Now!
Introduction to Philosphy and Metaphysics
starts: Wednesday,January 29, 2003, 8:00p.m.
cost: $95
IN 2003, I WILL GO TO TIBET!
I am asoccer player for NSU; I have started at central defender
for my first two years. I also enjoy playing other sports. I see
myself as a fun-loving guy with a sarcastic sense of humor. I
also enjoy going downtown with friends, going to the movies,
and partying. My music tastes are extremely varied, from rap
to alternative rock. I am easy to get along with as well as laid
back. I enjoy meeting new people so this shall be fun.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It works.
Contact campusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
,,~
~! i P.S. Free box for Shipping when you show us
; :. your Valid SChool W.
I i Math &. Reading PIT Assistant I
I ! !
.j , '
I i When :Mon&Thu (3-7pm) 1
BRAIDSLOCKSWEAVES 1 i . .'
I
: Job: MOnitor and assist students' class work.l
Including kinky twists, I Ph. (954) 450-6284 Fax (954) 437-8951 1
cornrows, yarn braiding, ! i !
microbraids, lock retwlst, !\1
weave extensions...and much ,! - _ I
much more! ...• ,' !.' • .c;.'!-'1~ u:;:-;:""¥; i.::'~.~ '; !
..! '/ J '...I J-1J,.) _ IJ.:. .•~:fj J' :..;,...U l
Village! I I I
Natural Hair Care salonl i SPRING BREAK '03!1
I
,!
W1ere:~~=~~trend'i I with StudentCity.com! ~i
MI.o'.. fmm "mpo.. :' ....1The ultimate vacation in Cancun, Bahamas, •.••.•..1.·.....•1
Reasonable and Affordable .l! Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica, and more!; ••
3911 Davie Blvd Ft. Lauderdale, FI 33312. ••...•••. ' Packages indude airfare, 7nts hotel, FREE FOOD, :....... •..••1.·
, (954) 792-0570 (954) 823-7692 ',1 FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest price ..•
::1 •.' Guarentee! REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends "
I. "Receive discount with Student 10. .! and get hooked up with 2 FREE TRIPS and VIP. 'j'
New Aero olis Cultural Association l • . J
t v .c
p
,. ti·... .... '" ,II' Charles H. RUbe.". stem .•.•...1..•.•••...: treatment! Also earn extra ".ca.sh a.n...•..d bonus :•••...••·.1 ••..••.••'.'...a Ioga ODDec on f l .. . "f""" ':1
1025 South University Ptive Attorney At law" II Prizes JUst for promoting Stu~tCilWtcam!I: (954}~&11,.'...Jil:'>j,;! I 412 Southeast 23r~Street :!·f can HOO-293-1445 or e-metl
. ·"l:iIis·'.' '~".'.'i..> ".>'... ·.. l Fo.rt Lau.derda.. I.e, FlO"..d,a~3316l ! sa.•. les@swdentcitv.•com.. today!..•..l
• .org::... .,) I. " J~P4) 760-440P: l,. ,'. },,'=', ~
.;I'·-~~I:~.: _, d ~. • •• ,..... • . .•. •• ". ..•.. '. . .' • ". . • '. •.•..\~i·:~6
Hef'Laaf!Sif'vif1" A Date With Tom. Tellu~',Kmy
YOl,f~~to<~gp out with him. Best response wins!
.,;~ ;:':,:·:·:~,,-~i.- ~' "_o..""
:
